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A Multi-Class Lane-Changing Advisory System for
Freeway Merging Sections Using Cooperative ITS

Salil Sharma , Ioannis Papamichail , Ali Nadi, Hans van Lint,

Lóránt Tavasszy , Member, IEEE, and Maaike Snelder

Abstract— Cooperative intelligent transportation systems
(C-ITS) support the exchange of information between vehicles
and infrastructure (V2I or I2V). This paper presents an in-
vehicle C-ITS application to improve traffic efficiency around
a merging section. The application balances the distribution
of traffic over the available lanes of a freeway, by issuing
targeted lane-changing advice to a selection of vehicles. We add
to existing research by embedding multiple vehicle classes in
the lane-changing advisory framework. We use a multi-class
multi-lane macroscopic traffic flow model to design a feedback-
feedforward control law that is based on a linear quadratic
regulator (LQR). The weights of the LQR controller are fine-
tuned using a response surface method. The performance of
the proposed system is evaluated using a microscopic traffic
simulator. The results indicate that the multi-class lane-changing
advisory system is able to suppress shockwaves in traffic flow and
can significantly alleviate congestion. Besides bringing substantial
travel time benefits around merging sections of up to nearly 21%,
the system dramatically reduces the variance of travel time losses
in the system. The proposed system also seems to improve travel
times for mainline and ramp vehicles by nearly 20% and 42%,
respectively.

Index Terms— Lane-changing advisory, LQR control method,
merging section, multi-class, traffic flow modeling, cooperative
intelligent transportation system.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRAFFIC congestion on freeways causes large delays and
therewith high societal costs. Infrastructural bottlenecks

(e.g., merging sections, lane-drops, work zones, etc.) locally
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cause congestion that may spill back to other parts of the
network. When traffic demand exceeds the capacity of a
merging section, it becomes an active bottleneck which results
in the formation of a queue on the near-side lane of a mainline
carriageway. The queue then spreads laterally to other lanes
and triggers a drop in the discharge flow or a phenomenon
known as capacity drop [1], [2]. Data from several studies
suggest that traffic flow is unevenly distributed over avail-
able lanes of a freeway [3]–[5]. Around a merging section,
unbalanced flow distribution might also contribute to traffic
breakdown on a heavily used lane (i.e. near-side lane) while
there is spare capacity available on the other lanes.

In recent years, technological breakthroughs in commu-
nication and automation have enabled us to research and
develop new cooperative intelligent transportation system
(C-ITS) solutions to help tackle the problem of congestion.
This system enables vehicles to exchange relevant information
with other vehicles (V2V) or with the road infrastructure (V2I
or I2V) using communication technology in order to create in-
vehicle and cooperative systems [6]. Using C-ITS, this paper
presents an in-vehicle lane-changing advisory system that aims
at improving traffic efficiency by balancing the distribution of
traffic flow around merging sections.

Existing research has recognized that the traffic situation in
the vicinity of infrastructural bottlenecks can be improved by
efficiently assigning traffic flow to available lanes on freeways.
Rule-based approaches are proposed in [7] and [8] where
vehicles are advised a suitable lane in the vicinity of bottle-
necks. Although these approaches can be applied in real-time,
they require enough knowledge about the traffic system to
generate a set of instructions. In [9]–[11], the lane assignment
problem is treated as an optimization program. However,
the inherent computational processing time associated with
these approaches might hinder their real-time applicability.
In contrast to the above approaches, several approaches based
on the optimal control theory have been proposed in [12]–[16].
These approaches can be implemented in real-time and do
not require a set of rules for operations, thus alleviating the
limitations of rule-based and optimization-based approaches.
However, previous studies solely focus on passenger cars
and do not embed multiple vehicle classes in the lane-
changing advisory framework. Heterogeneity induced from
class-specific properties can affect traffic efficiency [17]. This
paper addresses this research gap by incorporating multiple
vehicle classes by means of passenger car equivalents within a
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multi-class multi-lane macroscopic traffic flow model. We use
this traffic flow model to design a multi-class lane-changing
advisory system based on a linear quadratic regulator (LQR).

Controllers can be designed in a way to guarantee stability
in the sense that they often have tunable parameters that affect
how the controlled system stabilizes. In this respect, an LQR
controller contains two weighting matrices that regulate the
penalties with respect to state variables and control actions.
These weights are selected by a designer and affect the
behavior of the LQR controller. In [12]–[16], these weights
are selected using trial-and-error-based approaches. Other
classical approaches include Bryson’s method [18] and pole
placement [19]. However, these approaches are often time-
consuming and labor-intensive processes. Some studies have
formulated the selection of weighting matrices for an LQR
controller as an optimization problem and solved it using meta-
heuristics [20]–[23]. These methods can explore the search
space in an informed manner and converge to the optimal
solutions. Compared to optimization-based approaches, the
response surface method can reveal meaningful information
from a small number of experiments. Approximation or meta-
models can be developed to map the relationship between
performance characteristics and design variables in order to
determine the optimum design parameters [24], [25]. In this
paper, we adopt the response surface method to find these
weighting matrices that ensure a robust performance for an
LQR controller.

Further, we use microscopic simulation to evaluate the
performance of the proposed controller around merging sec-
tions, in contrast to [15] and [16], since a microscopic traffic
simulator provides a real-world testbed to test an in-vehicle
lane-changing advisory system.

To this end, the objective of this study is to propose a multi-
class lane-changing controller around a merging section to
improve its traffic efficiency. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first multi-class LQR controller for lane-changing.
This paper contributes to the existing literature by:

1) developing a multi-class lane-changing advisory system
based on a linear quadratic regulator (LQR);

2) performing a response surface-based approach to select
the optimal weights of the LQR controller; and

3) evaluating the performance of the LQR controller around
a merging section using a microscopic traffic simulator.

This paper is structured as follows. We formulate a
multi-class lane-changing LQR controller in Section II. Next,
Section III describes the approach to implement the pro-
posed controller in microscopic simulation software. Then,
Section IV describes the experimental setup to evaluate the
proposed controller. In section V, we describe the optimum
selection of set points and the weights of the LQR con-
troller. We present and discuss our results in Section VI.
Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss future works in
Section VII.

II. FORMULATING A MULTI-CLASS

LANE-CHANGING LQR CONTROLLER

This section first develops a linear time invariant system
based on a multi-class multi-lane traffic flow model. Then,

Fig. 1. A hypothetical freeway stretch with an on-ramp.

we formulate an LQR controller. Lastly, we discuss the pos-
sible implementation of this LQR controller as a C-ITS based
application.

A. Traffic System Dynamics Using a Multi-Class Multi-Lane
Traffic Flow Model

Based on a linear multi-lane traffic flow model proposed
in [13], we consider a multilane freeway as shown in Fig. 1.
The freeway is divided into i = 0, . . . , N segments of length
Li . Each such segment is composed of j = mi , . . . ,Mi

lanes, where mi and Mi denote the minimum and maximum
indices of lanes for segment i . It is assumed that j = 0
corresponds to the segment(s) on the rightmost lane. In Fig. 1,
m0 = 0 and M0 = 2. Each element of the resulting grid is
termed as a cell with index (i, j). According to the definition,
the total number of cells from the origin to segment i is
Hi = �i

r=0 (Mr − mr + 1), and the total number of cells
for the whole stretch is H = HN . To formulate the model in
discrete time, we consider the discrete-time step T , indexed by
k = 0, 1, . . . , where the time is t = kT .

First of all, we will focus on defining the dynamics of a
multi-class traffic system comprising U number of vehicle
classes. For every vehicle class u, the conservation of vehicles
can be defined as:

∂ρu

∂ t
+ ∂qu

∂x
= 0, (1)

where ρu and qu refer to the class-specific density and class-
specific flow at time t and location x , respectively.

Under assumptions of homogeneous and stationary condi-
tions, class-specific density and flow are related, according to
the continuity equation, as

qu = ρuvu, (2)

where vu refers to the class-specific average speed and can
be expressed as vu = V e

u (ρtot). Here, V e
u denotes the class-

specific equilibrium speed which is a function of the total
effective density ρtot in pce/km. ρtot is described by a function
of the class-specific densities (ρu) and the dynamic pce values
(ηu) and reads ρtot = �

u ηuρu . This dynamics shows in a
simple way that controlling (effective) densities of user class u
naturally affects the speed and in turn the (effective) densities
of all other classes [17].

Now, the evolution of density for every vehicle class u in a
cell (i, j), proposed in (1), can be cast in discrete form as

ρ
i, j
u (k + 1) = ρ

i, j
u (k)+ T

Li

�
qi−1, j

u (k)− qi, j
u (k)

�
+ T

Li

�
f i, j−1
u (k)− f i, j

u (k)
�

+ T

Li
di, j

u (k) , (3)
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where ρ
i, j
u (k) is the density of vehicle class u in a cell

(i, j) at time instant k; qi, j
u (k) is the longitudinal flow of

vehicle class u leaving cell (i, j) and entering cell (i + 1, j)
during the time interval [k, k + 1); f i, j

u (k) is the net lateral
flow of vehicle class u leaving cell (i, j) and entering cell
(i, j + 1) during time interval [k, k + 1); and di, j

u (k) is the
external flow of vehicle class u entering the network in cell
(i, j) either from mainline or an on-ramp during the time
interval [k, k + 1).

The discretization should also satisfy the following
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy CFL condition:

Li

T
≥ max

�
v

i, j
u

�
u=1,...,U

(4)

Since each cell has a mix of vehicle classes, the effective
density of a cell (i, j) can be defined using passenger car-
equivalents (pce) of vehicle classes:

ρ
i, j
tot (k) =

�
u
η

i, j
u (k) ρi, j

u (k), (5)

where ρi, j
tot (k) is the effective density of a cell (i, j) at time

instant k [pce/km]; and ηi, j
u (k) is the passenger car equivalent

for a vehicle class u in a cell (i, j) at time instant k.
Similarly, total flow in passenger car-equivalents in a cell

(i, j) can be defined as:

qi, j
tot (k) =

�
u
η

i, j
u (k) qi, j

u (k), (6)

where qi, j
tot (k) is the total longitudinal flow of vehicle class

u leaving cell (i, j) and entering cell (i+1, j) during time
interval [k, k+1) [pce/h]; and η

i, j
u (k) is the passenger car

equivalent for a vehicle class u in a cell (i, j) at time
instant k.

By combining (3), (5), and (6), the evolution of the effective
density of a cell (i, j) can be expressed as

ρ
i, j
tot (k + 1) =

�
u

�
η

i, j
u (k) ρi, j

u (k)

+ T

Li

�
η

i−1, j
u (k) q

i−1, j
u (k)− η

i, j
u (k) qi, j

u (k)
�

+ T

Li

�
η

i, j−1
u (k) f i, j−1

u (k)− η
i, j
u (k) f

i, j
u (k)

�
+ T

Li
η

i, j
u (k) d

i, j
u (k)

�
. (7)

Depending on the network topology, some terms in the
above equation may not be present. Lateral flows f i, j

u only
exist for mi ≤ j < Mi . Thus, the total number of lateral
flows are computed as F = U(H − N).

Recall the relationship between macroscopic traffic flow
parameters:

qi, j
u (k) = ρ

i, j
u (k) ·v i, j

u (k) . (8)

Combining (7) and (8), we get

ρ
i, j
tot (k + 1) =

�
u

	

1 − T

Li
v

i, j
u (k)

�
η

i, j
u (k) ρi, j

u (k)

+ T

Li

�
η

i−1, j
u (k) v i−1, j

u (k) ρi−1, j
u (k)

�
+ T

Li

�
η

i, j−1
u (k) f i, j−1

u (k)− η
i, j
u (k) f

i, j
u (k)

�
+ T

Li
η

i, j
u (k) d

i, j
u (k)

�
. (9)

The proposed control actions are intended for usage before
the possible onset of congestion, aiming to delay or avoid
it. In this case, we may assume that the overall traffic flow
entering the controlled area is bounded as it does not exceed
the bottleneck capacity (e.g., using a variable speed limit
controller for mainline traffic) and the proposed controller
itself can avoid the creation of congestion. We can put forward
the following assumptions to simplify (9).

1. Average speed in all cells remains at a constant value, i.e.
v

i, j
u (k) = vcrit ∀i, j, u, k. vcrit also refers to the speed of

the slower vehicle class. All vehicle classes travel with the
same critical speed at the critical density [26]. Please note
that this assumption is only made to design a multi-class
lane-changing controller. We will later see in a simulation-
based case study (section VI) that this assumption does not
limit the performance of the proposed controller. Due to its
robust feedback-based mechanism, the controller is able to
improve traffic efficiency around a merging section.

2. Since speed remains at a constant value, we can also
assume fixed passenger car equivalents.

3. Measurable inflows are constant, i.e. di, j
u (k) =

di, j
u ∀i, j, u, k. Please note that constant inflows would

first enable us to define a linear time-invariant (LTI)
system and then to derive a time-invariant feedback
controller. However, we will allow these inflows to be
time-varying according to real-time measurements, which
we will explain later in detail (section II.B).

Under these assumptions, for two-vehicle classes, cars and
trucks, (9) can be reformulated as follows:

ρ
i, j
tot (k + 1) = T

Li
(vcrit ) ρ

i−1, j
tot (k)

+



1 − T

Li
(vcrit )

�
ρ

i, j
tot (k)

+ T

Li

�
η

i, j−1
c f i, j−1

c (k)− η
i, j
c f

i, j
c (k)

�
+ T

Li

�
η

i, j−1
t f i, j−1

t (k)− η
i, j
t f

i, j
t (k)

�
+ T

Li

�
η

i, j
c di, j

c + η
i, j
t di, j

t

�
, (10)

where subscripts c and t denote cars and trucks, respectively.
Now the above system in (10) can be considered as an LTI

system

x (k + 1) = Ax (k)+ Bu (k)+ d (11)
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where

x =
�
ρ

0,m0
tot . . . ρ

0,M0
tot ρ

1,m1
tot . . . ρ

N,MN
tot

T ∈R
H̄ , (12)

u = [ f 0,m0
c . . . f 0,M0−1

c f 1,m1
c . . . f N,MN −1

c

f 0,m0
t . . . f 0,M0−1

t f 1,m1
t . . . f N,MN −1

t ]T ∈R
F̄ , (13)

d =
�

T

Li

�
η0,m0

c d0,m0
c + η0,m0

t d0,m0
t

�
. . .

T

Li

�
η0,M0

c d0,M0
c + η0,M0

t d0,M0
t

�
T

Li

�
η1,m1

c d1,m1
c + η

1,m1
t d1,m1

t

�

. . .
T

Li

�
ηN,MN

c d N,MN
c + η

N,MN
t d N,MN

t

��T

∈ R
H̄ . (14)

This LTI system in (11) can be used to formulate an optimal
control problem that is aimed at maximizing traffic efficiency
by balancing flows among lanes on a freeway. A ∈ R

H×H ,
composed of ars elements, represents the connection between
pairs of subsequent cells connected by a longitudinal flow and
B ∈ R

H×F , composed of brs elements, reflects the connection
of adjacent cells connected by lateral flows. These elements
are given by:
ars

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 − T

Li
(vcrit ) , if r = s and (i = N or mi+1

≤ j ≤ Mi+1)
T

Li
(vcrit ) , if r > H0 and s = r − Mi−1

+mi − 1

0, otherwise

(15)

brs

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

η
i, j
c

T

Li
, if j > mi and (s = r − i)

−ηi, j
c

T

Li
, if j < Mi and (s = r − i + 1)

η
i, j
t

T

Li
, if j > mi and (s = r + H̄ − N − i)

−ηi, j
t

T

Li
, if j < Mi and (s = r + H̄ − N − i + 1)

0, otherwise

(16)

where r = Hi−1 + j − mi .

B. Optimal Control Problem Formulation

The optimal control minimizes a cost function to steer
a system to the desired state. The following quadratic cost
function, over an infinite time horizon, has been defined:

min J =
�∞

k

��
î

�
ĵ
αî , ĵ



ρ

î, ĵ
tot (k)− ρ̂

î, ĵ
crit

�2

+
�N−1

i=0

�Mi −1

j=mi

�
u
ϕ

i, j
u f i, j

u (k)2
�
, (17)

where
�

î , ĵ
�

are the targeted cells; ρ̂ î, ĵ
crit is the desired

set-point; αî , ĵ is the weight associated with the targeted

cell
�

î , ĵ
�

; and ϕi, j
u is the weight associated with the control

actions for a vehicle class u at a cell (i, j). The cost function
aims to penalize the difference between selected cell densities
and the corresponding pre-defined set points. In addition,
it also penalizes excessive lane changes, thus maintaining
small control inputs.

Equation (17) can be written in the matrix form as follows:

min J =
�∞

k=0

��
Cx (k)− ŷ

�T
Q

�
Cx (k)− ŷ

�
+u(k)T Ru(k)

�
, (18)

where Q = QT ≥ 0 and R =
�
φc IF̄/2 0F̄/2
0F̄/2 φt IF̄/2

�
are the

weights associated with tracking and control actions, respec-
tively. ŷ refers to a vector of set-points and is of dimension R

Ȳ .
C reflects the cells that are tracked. The parameters φc > 0 and
φt > 0 penalize fluctuations of car and truck-specific lateral
flows, respectively.

The matrix C is of dimension R
Ȳ×H . Each row of matrix

C contains a single element that corresponds to the cell that is
tracked with the value of one, while the rest of the elements
are equal to zero. Since, in this paper, we target only cells in
section N , the matrix C can be written as follows:

C =
�
0Ȳ×(H̄−Ȳ ) IȲ×Ȳ


. (19)

The problem defined in (18) is subject to the linear dynamics
presented in (11). Assuming the system is stabilizable and
detectable, we can solve this type of problem using a linear
quadratic regulator. Since the stabilizability and detectability
for such systems have been established in [13] and [14], the
solution to the proposed optimal control problem can be given
by the following linear feedback-feedforward control law:

u∗ (k) = −K x (k)+ u f f , (20)

where

K = (R + BT P B)−1 BT P A, (21)

P = CT QC + AT P A − AT P B
�

R + BT P B
�−1

BT P A,

(22)

u f f =
�

R + BT P B
�−1

BT F
�

CT Qŷ − Pd
�
, (23)

F =
�

I − (A − B K )T
�−1

. (24)

The feedback gain matrix can be computed offline by solv-
ing the Riccati equation. For practical implementation, we may
assume that external flows can be measured. In that case,
the feed-forward term becomes time-varying. Now, we can
rewrite (20) and (23) as follows:

u∗ (k) = −K x (k)+ u f f (k) , (25)

u f f (k) = �− ψd(k), (26)

where � = �
R + BT P B

�−1
BT F(CT Qŷ) and ψ =�

R + BT P B
�−1

BT F P may be calculated offline.
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C. Transferring the Optimal LQR Control to a Real-World
C-ITS-Based Multi-Class Lane-Changing Advisory System

The proposed feedback-feedforward control law, given by
(25), can effectively be used to design a real-world C-ITS
based lane-changing advisory system since the computation
of control inputs depend on the feedback gain matrix K , the
feedforward term comprising matrices � and 
 , measurement
of state variables and external flows arising from outside the
boundary of the considered system. For practical applications,
the computation of matrices K , �, and 
 may be done once
offline. Once we have these matrices, online computation is
only limited to a few matrix-vector multiplications, as shown
in (25) and (26). The measurement of state variables or
density of each considered cell is required every time step
in real-time. To produce these measurements, a traffic state
estimator [27]–[32] can be embedded in the control loop.

The proposed lane-changing advisory system requires an
exchange of information between the traffic control center and
vehicles. Vehicles are required to have connectivity in order to
facilitate this exchange. Before control inputs or lane-changing
advice are sent to the vehicles, it is vital to know vehicles’
position (i.e., lane and location) and type (e.g., cars or trucks).
We might require roadside units (RSUs) to gather position
and vehicle type data via V2I communications for a particular
cell. These data would be processed at the traffic control
center to know which vehicles are present in a specific cell.
With this information, the traffic control center can then issue
lane-changing advice to a selection of vehicles through I2V
communications (e.g., via RSUs) to indicate whether they need
to change lanes. In practice, the selection of vehicles may be
based on their destinations known beforehand to improve the
positive effects arising from the advisory system. This system
only advises vehicles to change lanes as it does not force them
to change lanes. However, any mismatch between the control
inputs or advised lane changes and actual lane changes due to
compliance rate may be balanced by the feedback nature of
the proposed controller. Spontaneous lane changes might also
arise and these may be reduced by issuing additional lane-
keeping advice to drivers not selected earlier.

Lane-changing advice may be communicated to vehicles
using an in-vehicle interface (e.g., smartphone application or
vehicle’s touchscreen) in the form of text or sound. A number
of C-ITS real-world applications also prefer these modes of
issuing advice to drivers [33], [34]. Fig. 2 shows a C-ITS-
based multi-class lane-changing advisory framework for a
merging section.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF LANE-CHANGING ADVISORY

SYSTEM IN A MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC SIMULATOR

The proposed control strategy is tested using the micro-
scopic traffic simulator OpenTrafficSim [35], which is a Java-
based open-source software package. It combines IDM+ as the
car-following model [36] and the lane-changing model with
relaxation and synchronization (LMRS) as the lane-changing
model [37]. We assume that there is no latency in V2I or I2V
communication at the controller level. The proposed controller
requires density measurements for all cells that are considered

Fig. 2. C-ITS based multi-class lane-changing advisory framework.

for the lane-changing advisory system and external demand
that arise from outside the system boundaries. To realize the
control actions, we keep individual lists of vehicles (cars and
trucks) present in those cells. Note that we keep an individual
list for every such cell which is of interest to the lane-
change controller. Since this is a dynamic list, it gets updated
every time a vehicle enters or exits that cell. Depending on
the control action, we randomly select the desired number
(requested by the controller) of cars and trucks from the
list for a specific cell. These vehicles (cars and trucks) are
instructed to follow the lane-change advisory using the lane-
changing model (LMRS). Please note that some of the vehicles
may not be able to perform lane changes due to the logic of
the lane-changing model; however, this limited compliance is
balanced by the feedback nature of the proposed controller.
Next, we present the LMRS model.

A. Lane-Changing Model

We have selected the Lane change model with Relaxation
and Synchronization (LMRS) as our base model [37]. The
LMRS is based on the desire of a vehicle to change lanes
that comes from several motivations. The base LMRS model
aggregates considered motivations as follows:

d y,z = d y,z
r + θ y,z

v

�
d y,z

s + d y,z
b

�
, (27)

where d y,z is the total/aggregated desire to change lanes. d y,z
r ,

d y,z
s , and d y,z

b refer to the desire for following a route, the
desire to gain or maintain speed, and the desire to follow a
keep-right policy, respectively. Here, θ y,z

v denotes the weights
associated with voluntary motivations. The desire toward vol-
untary motivations (d y,z

v ) comes from d y,z
s and d y,z

b .
The value of the desire to change from lane y to lane z

is d y,z , and it ranges between -1 and 1, where only positive
values influence a lane-changing decision. The positive range
is divided into four areas (0 <dfree < dsync < dcoop< 1)
which determines the way a lane-change is performed. In the
following, we discuss how a lane-changing is performed if the
desire (d) falls in one of the four areas.

1) d < dfree : the desire is too small for a vehicle to perform
a lane change.

2) dfree ≤ d < dsync : a vehicle performs a lane change if it
is possible.

3) dsync ≤ d < dcoop : if the adjacent gap in the target lane
is not feasible, a vehicle aligns its speed to that of the
leader in the target lane.
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Fig. 3. 2-lane mainline carriageway with an on-ramp.

4) dcoop ≤ d : the follower in the target lane adjusts its
behavior to create a suitable gap to a lane-changing
vehicle.

We extend this model to implement the LQR controller
proposed in this paper.

B. Implementing the Lane-Changing Advisory System

The base LMRS model is essentially a linear-in-parameter
formulation that can be extended to incorporate several other
voluntary motivations. Consequently, we extend this base
model to accommodate a lane change advisory framework in
the following equation:

d y,z = d y,z
r + θ y,z

v

�
d y,z

s + d y,z
b + d y,z

a
�
, (28)

where d y,z
a refers to an additional incentive that is triggered if

a vehicle receives lane change advice from the control center.
This incentive is formulated as follows:

d y,y−1
a =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

dfree , if a vehicle receives the lane

change advice

0, otherwise

(29)

d y,y+1
a = 0, (30)

where y, y − 1, and y + 1 refer to the current lane, left lane,
and right lane in the direction of driving.

Once a vehicle gets the lane change advice, it has an
additional desire dfree to move to its left lane. If the adjacent
gap on the left lane is not suitable, the subject vehicle will
continue in the current lane. Since we assume European
driving conditions in our simulations, we expect vehicles to
follow the keep-right policy. Therefore, we deactivate the
subject vehicle’s adherence to the keep-right policy (d y,z

b ) until
it passes the merging section so that vehicle complies with the
advisory issued by the traffic control center.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe the network, demand profile, and
model parameters used for simulation, scenarios considered,
and the performance indicators to assess the performance of
the LQR control-based lane-changing advisory framework.

A. Study Area

We consider a merging section for the evaluation of the
proposed multi-class lane change controller. The merging
section (i.e., Ter Heijde) with a 2-lane mainline carriageway

Fig. 4. Demand profile for the experimental setup.

is located on the A59 freeway in the Netherlands (see Fig. 3).
The acceleration lane is 320 m long. The upstream segment of
the considered merging section is 2 km long. We consider three
segments, numbered as 0, 1, and 2 in Fig. 3, each 500 m long
where vehicles will respond to lane change advisory issued by
the control center. The nominal speed limit is 80 km/h for all
those segments. This value is also the speed limit for trucks
on freeways in the Netherlands.

B. Demand Profile

We consider a trapezoidal demand profile for mainline and
ramp traffic (see Fig. 4). This trapezoidal demand is used
to generate vehicles in the network. The generation time
of vehicles in the network depends on randomly distributed
generation time-headways. In this paper, we have assumed
exponentially distributed headways. The share of trucks is 15%
in the traffic mix. All simulations are conducted for 75 minutes
of which the first 15 minutes are taken as the warm-up time.
The purpose of warm-up time is to fill the network so that
appropriate effects can be analyzed.

C. Simulation Model Parameters

Most of the simulation model parameters are equal to the
default values which are calibrated for a freeway network
located in the Netherlands by [37]. For trucks, we use the
desired speed distribution (km/h) obtained from a web-based
survey, i.e., vdes,truck = N(84.14, 3.92). The lane-changing
duration for truck drivers is obtained from a trajectory
dataset [38], [39]. We use this dataset to obtain a normally
distributed lane-changing duration (s) (i.e., N(8.32, 2.19)) for
truck drivers. The simulation model parameters are tabulated
in Table I.

D. Scenarios

We consider two scenarios to evaluate the performance of
the LQR control-based lane-changing advisory framework.

1) No-control: In this case, vehicles are not issued lane
change advisory.

2) LQR control: In this case, mainline vehicles are issued
lane change advisory every 20 s. We assume that 100% of
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TABLE I

SIMULATION MODEL PARAMETERS

vehicles present in the traffic mix are connected vehicles
that are able to receive the advisory. For cars, we use a pce
value of 1.0. For trucks, we use a pce value of 1.61 which
is taken from [26] where pce values are calibrated using
a trajectory dataset.

E. Performance Indicator

We consider the Total Time Spent in the system (TTS in
veh·h) as the performance indicator to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed controller. We do not take warm-
up time into account to compute the TTS. TTS can be
mathematically expressed as:

TTS =
�N

i=1
(t i

exit − t i
enter ), (31)

where t i
enter and t i

exit refer to the time instant a vehicle i enters
and exits the network, respectively. N denotes the total number
of vehicles that have passed through the merging section in the
simulation period. TTS can be further divided into the Total
Travel Time for mainline vehicles (TTT) and the Total Waiting
Time for ramp vehicles (TWT) to gain insight into how the
proposed controller affects their efficiency to pass through a
merging section.

Fig. 5. Fundamental diagrams for (a) near-side; and (b) off-side lanes for
10 different simulation runs conducted for the no-control scenario.

V. SELECTION OF LQR CONTROLLER’S PARAMETERS

This section focuses on the selection of the LQR controller’s
parameters. First, we present an analysis of the choice of set
points. Lastly, we present a response-surface-based method to
optimally select the weights of Q and R matrices.

A. Reference Values of Set-Points and Weights Associated
With Q and R Matrices

For the sensitivity analysis presented in this section, we use
reference values for the set-points, and weights of Q and R
matrices. For the set points, we use the critical density of the
lane as the reference value. To compute the critical density,
we generate fundamental diagrams (see Fig. 5) for the no-
control case using data collected from 10 simulation runs.
We use 40 pce/km/lane as the critical density for both the
near-side and off-side lanes. With the given reference values
of the set-points and desire threshold, we use a trial-and-error
approach to select the reference weights for the Q and R
matrices as:

Q = 102 I2, (32)

R = 101 I6, (33)

where φc = φt = 101.

B. Selection of Set-Points (ŷ)

To assess the impact of set-points on the performance of
the LQR controller, we select the reference values of the
desire threshold and weights of the Q and R matrices. The
critical density for each lane is computed as 40 pce/km/lane
for which the system is able to maintain free-flow conditions.
This value is taken as a starting point to define set points.
We further increase this value in steps up to 45 pce/km/lane.
Fig. 6 shows the performance of the LQR controller for the
considered values of set-points with fixed Q and R matrices for
10 simulation runs. It can be observed that the LQR controller
results in the best performance in terms of TTS of the system
for the value of 41 pce/km/lane. We use this value as set points
for our experiments.

C. Selection of Weighting Matrices (Q and R)

Now, we analyze the impact of weighting matrices (Q and
R) on the performance of the LQR controller. The tuning
of Q and R matrices presents a trade-off between tracking
precision and the system’s stability. In this section, we present
a response-surface-based approach to select optimal weighting
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Fig. 6. Influence of set-points (ŷ) on the performance of the LQR controller
for 10 simulation runs.

matrices of the LQR controller. This technique maps the
impact of design variables on the processes. The technique
can be separated into the following three stages [40].

1) selection of design variables,
2) selection of experimental design and model fitting, and
3) visualization of response surface and determination of

optimal design parameters.
Next, we describe these steps in the detail.

1) Selection of Design Variables: Our design variables are
the weighting matrices of the LQR controller. We consider
that Q and R matrices are diagonal in nature and they can be
expressed as follows for our test case:

Q = 10θ1 I2, (34)

R = 10θ2 I6. (35)

where θ1 and θ2 refer to the parameters intending to change
the weights of the Q and R matrices. Here, we assume that
φc = φt = 10θ2 .

2) Selection of Experimental Design and Model Fitting:
We use the Latin hypercube sampling method to generate a
response surface with input variables of θ1 and θ2 [41]. The
design range of input variables is considered as −5 ≤ θ1,
θ2 ≤ 5. We use a two-step approach to produce the response
surface. First, we use 35 design points in the above design
range of input variables. Then, we further focus on a smaller
area (0 ≤ θ1 ≤ 5 and −2 ≤ θ2 ≤ 5) where there might
be a higher possibility for a minimum to occur. In this
area, we sample additional 30 design points. Overall, we use
65 design points to produce the response surface. The depen-
dent variable is considered as TTS, which is obtained as
the average TTS from 10 simulation runs. We use Lowess
smoothing or locally weighted linear regression-based surface
fitting procedure to convert the discrete design space to a
continuous one (see Fig. 7). Lowess smoothing is a non-
parametric technique to fit surfaces [42]. The fitting process is
estimated locally by using the weighted neighborhood points
with their distance to the observed point. The proportion
of neighborhood points in the estimation depends on the
span size. After analyzing root mean square error (RMSE),
we choose a span size of 0.25 (RMSE = 2.53). The produced
fit has R2 = 0.8990 and adjusted R2 = 0.8843 which indicates
that 89.90% of the total variation can be explained by the fitted
model.

Fig. 7. Response surface generated by varying the weights of Q and R
matrices (color bar shows TTS values where low TTS values are highlighted
in blue).

3) Visualization of Response Surface and Determination of
Optimal Design Parameters: The response surface and the
contour plot show that multiple combinations of θ1 and θ2
yield similar performance. In the dark blue region (see Fig. 7),
the LQR controller is little sensitive to the changes in the
values of θ1 and θ2. In order to guarantee a stable LQR
controller, the values of θ1 and θ2 should be selected from
the dark blue region shown in the contour plot.

Next, we present and discuss simulation results in order to
discuss the performance of the LQR controller at a merging
section.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the scope of this work, we target only cells in segment

2 of the merging section. We use fundamental diagrams to find
the set points for the LQR controller. For both the near-side
and off-side lanes at segment 2, we use 41 pce/km/lane as set-
points that is closer to their critical density values. The weights
of the LQR controller are obtained from the contour plot. Q
and R matrices are selected as 103 I2 and 101 I6, respectively.
The LQR controller gains are computed offline and simulations
are conducted using those values. In the following, we present
a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the performance of
the LQR controller.

A. Quantitative Evaluation of the Performance of the
LQR Controller

The performance of the LQR controller, in terms of TTS,
is evaluated over 10 simulation runs (see Fig. 8 (a)). We obtain
a TTS value of 73.04 veh·h for the no-control case. In com-
parison to the no-control case, we obtain an average TTS
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Fig. 8. Comparison between no-control and LQR control scenario for system
(TTS), mainline (TTT) and ramp (TWT) vehicles.

equal to 57.74 veh·h in the controlled case which is around
21% improvement (t-statistic = 4.63, p-value = 0.001). The
variance is significantly reduced in the control scenario thus
indicating the consistent performance of the proposed lane-
changing advisory system. Next, we discuss how the LQR
controller affects the travel times of mainline and ramp
vehicles.

Fig. 8 (b) presents the performance of the LQR con-
troller in terms of TTT over 10 simulation runs. In the no-
control case, an average TTT is computed to be 69.36 veh·h.
When the LQR controller is applied, the average TTT is
obtained as 55.59 veh·h which implies 19.85% improvement
(t-statistic = 4.38, p-value = 0.001) than the no control case.
The performance of the LQR controller in terms of TWT
over 10 simulation runs is shown in Fig. 8 (c). For ramp
vehicles, an average TWT is computed to be 3.68 veh·h for
the no-control case. The LQR controller is able to improve
the average TWT by 41.55% (t-statistic = 7.81, p-value =
1.77e-5) as the average TWT gets reduced to 2.15 veh·h.

Overall, the LQR controller is able to improve traffic
efficiency for both mainline and ramp vehicles thus showing
significant improvement at the system level. Next, we present a
qualitative evaluation concerning the performance of the LQR
controller.

Fig. 9. Qualitative assessment of the LQR controller’s performance for
an average scenario (a) speed contour plots for the near-side lane (b) speed
contour plots for the off-side lane, (c) density profile for near-side and off-side
lanes at segment 2, and (d) outflow profile for near-side and off-side lanes at
segment 2.

B. Qualitative Evaluation of the Performance of the
LQR Controller

In Fig. 9, we present an evaluation of the performance of
the LQR controller for an average scenario in terms of speed-
contour plots, density profile, and outflow profile. By looking
at speed-contour plots, we can observe that the LQR controller
is able to suppress shockwaves in the system. Furthermore,
we can observe that density values for both near-side and off-
side lanes lie around set-points chosen for the LQR-control
case compared to the no-control case. In the LQR control case,
we observe that the distribution of traffic is more balanced
since we observe similar density profiles for both lanes at
segment 2. Fig. 9 (d) shows the observed outflow at the merg-
ing section. In the no-control scenario, the traffic flow on the
nearside lane breaks down at around 2880 pce/h/lane before
reaching its capacity. This also triggers a breakdown in the
offside lane, before reaching its capacity, where for some time
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Fig. 10. Demand profile generated for an average scenario under the LQR
control case.

Fig. 11. Lane-specific fundamental diagrams at segment 2 generated for
(a) no-control and (b) LQR control scenario using data collected from
10 simulation runs.

windows we observe outflow even lower than 500 pce/h/lane.
Whereas in the LQR control scenario, we observe that outflow
is reaching higher values (i.e., 3060 pce/h/lane) for a longer
period of time without incurring traffic breakdown.

Interestingly, we observe a dip in density and outflow
between 35-45 minutes in the LQR control scenario. This is
attributed to the demand profile presented in Fig. 10. To gen-
erate this demand profile, we have placed loop-detectors at the
entrance of the mainline and ramp. Fig. 10 shows a similar dip
in traffic demand between 35-45 minutes. The results suggest
that the buildup of density on the near-side and off-side lane
follows the traffic pattern under the LQR control scenario. The
LQR controller recognizes the randomly distributed demand
(or generation of vehicles in the network) and effectively
balances the distribution of traffic on both lanes.

We also analyze the performance of the LQR controller by
comparing the lane-specific fundamental diagrams generated
for segment 2 from 10 simulation runs. Fig. 11 shows that the
LQR controller can improve the traffic efficiency around the
merging section and successfully prevents the breakdown of
traffic.

Now we will look at the distribution of lateral flux, from
left to right side, over considered three segments around the
merging section. Fig. 12 (a) shows that a high amount of
lane-changing activity at segment 2, which is close to the

Fig. 12. Contour plots of lateral flux in (a) the no-control scenario, (b) advised
LQR control scenario, and (c) the realized LQR control scenario.

merging section, for the no-control scenario. It appears that
vehicles react to the congestion only if they can witness any
impact within their visible range or look-ahead distance. Since
the congestion starts to build up at the near-side lane after
35 minutes, the lane-changing activity starts to shift upstream
to segments 0 and 1. Fig. 12 (b) presents the lateral flux
advised by the LQR controller. We observe that the LQR
controller emphasizes proactive lane-changing and advises
vehicles to consider lane-changing ahead of reaching close to
the merging section. In Fig. 12 (c), we present the realized
lateral flux in the LQR control scenario. This realization
depends on the gap-seeking behavior of vehicles governed by
the LMRS model. Lateral flux is distributed in a way so that
vehicles perform most of the lane-changing activity upstream
at segment 0. We do note a few lane changes at segment
2 which can be attributed to the selection of vehicles and their
ability to seek gaps.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper develops a multi-class lane-changing advisory
system based on a linear quadratic regulator. This system
uses V2I and I2V communications and can be viewed as
a cooperative intelligent transportation systems application.
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We evaluate the performance of this system using microscopic
simulation. The results indicate that this system can improve
traffic efficiency around a merging section. Moreover, it brings
substantial travel time benefits for both mainline and ramp
vehicles. The findings will be of interest to traffic manage-
ment agencies and logistics companies which are especially
concerned about the travel time reliability of freight corridors.
In the future, the effectiveness of the proposed framework
can be evaluated for a scenario that includes truck platoons
along with passenger cars and trucks. In addition, a promising
research direction can be to include automated vehicles in
the traffic mix. Furthermore, the lane-changing controller can
be integrated into other local control strategies such as ramp
metering.
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